
SUNBATHER THERMAL COVERS 

To perform this you will need a texta, sharp pair of scissors and measuring tape. 

 

1. Lay the blanket flat over the pool, and hold in position with some weights (i.e bricks) 

2. Using the pool coping as a guide, cut the blanket to the shape of the pool. Always cut the 

blanket 5% overlength to allow for possible shrinkage over the first 2-3 weeks of use. Make a 

final trim to length after this period.  You can then make a more accurate second cut if 

shrinkage has occurred.   

3. If your pool has no coping overhang, cut the blanket tight to the pool wall as shown in Pic A. 

4. If your pool has a coping overhang, cut the blanket to the coping-coping width as shown in 

Pic B. 

 

 

 

A Thermal Blanket requires care and maintenance to achieve maximum life and to uphold the 

warranty.  The following are recommended maintenance steps: 

 

1. Test your water chemical balance regularly.  Over chlorination of salt/chlorine will void the 

blanket warranty.  Ensure that your chlorine levels never exceed 3PPM (3 parts per million).   

2. Regularly clean the pool cover with a broom or brush to remove any algae. 

3. If super-chlorinating your pool, ensure you remove the cover for at least 36 hours until the 

chlorine level returns to 3ppm or below. 

 

 

 

 

1. When rolling your blanket onto the roller, ensure the cover rolls on over the top of the roller. 

2. To prevent blanket damage, do not drag over abrasive pool surrounds or sharp surfaces.  

 Ensure the  roller is located over the water at one end of the pool. 

3. Before rolling up the blanket, fold in any flaps or swim-outs that may cause drag when  

 rolling.  See pic to right. 

4. If before removing the cover you have a large amount of debris, brush it into a corner and 

 remove using your pool leaf scoop. 

5. If your pool is rectangular or symmetrical, your cover is reversible.  
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